
 
 

INDIA ROUND-UP 

 

USDINR: Fed minutes spooked the markets. Overnight US stocks tumbled and US Dollar strengthened. The part 

where Fed clearly said that there is little possibility of a FOMC going for “yield curve control” triggered a profit 

taking round across markets, from bullion to stocks.  NDF is showing that USDINR August futures may open near 

75.10 levels. It is possible that the pair may try and test 75.20 levels. In the current environment, any move into 

the 75.30/75.50 zone is an opportunity to short with a stop on a closing basis above 75.50 levels. Support is near 

74.70 and 74.50 levels. 

 

 
 

GLOBAL ROUND-UP 

 

EUR: EURUSD has corrected from 1.1970 to 1.1830 levels, thanks to the Fed induced sell-off. Intermediate trend 

remains upward as long as EURUSD holds above 1.1770 on a daily closing basis. Primary trend remains upward 

as long as the pair holds above 1.1680 levels. This means, that I will continue to look for opportunities to buy 

first and not sell first. Stop levels are defined above. Target remains 1.20 and 1.2100 levels. For EURINR it remains 

a buy as long as prices hold above 88.00 levels.    
 

 
 

GBP: GBPUSD also corrected lower towards 1.3087 from 1.3265 levels. Intermediate trend remains upward as 

long as prices hold above 1.3000 levels. Therefore buy on decline but with stop below 1.30 on a daily closing 

basis. Target remains 1.3300. GBPINR is also a buy on decline, with stop below 97.00 levels. 

 

 
 

JPY:  JPYINR can continue to inch higher, towards 71.10/20 levels on August futures. Upward momentum is 

intact as long as the pair holds above 70.50 levels.   

 

 

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

USDINR 75.00          74.80          75.20                75.40                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

EURINR 88.80          88.40          89.30                89.60                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

GBPINR 98.00          97.50          98.70                99.00                

Futures SUPPORT 1 SUPPORT 2 RESISTANCE 1 RESISTANCE 2

JPYINR 70.50          70.00          71.10                71.50                



MACRO VIEW: 

 

Chart: Impact of Fed minutes on major markets 

 

 
Source: Tradingview & Kotak Securities 

 

Minutes from the last US central banks underscored the fear and apprehension of the team Powel. They clearly 

said that ongoing pandemic can further derail growth and even impair balance sheets of financial institutions. 

With growth and inflation expected to undershoot the target, Fed will remain on the current path of easy money 

policies in the foreseeable future. They also called on the US legislators to enact further stimulus measures to 

counter the slowdown. But US Congress remains in recess without a deal for more rescue funding even as critical 

elements such as enhanced unemployment insurance remain expired. 

 

There are two areas where traders focussed on and about which Fed finally offered some clarity: 

• Forward guidance or a roadmap of monetary policy: FOMC has dual mandate of price stability and full 

employment. Members have indicated that Fed would not only add more clarity as to when monetary 

policy stance be changed but also anchor policy rates on certain economic outcomes, for example, Fed 

may say that average inflation has to be above a certain level and growth measures above certain 

threshold, before rates are raised. This clearly shows that Fed can remain accommodative for a long 

period of time.           

  

• Yield curve control: Fed members remain sceptical about the efficacy of yield curve control. Under YCC, 

Fed looks to cap medium term or long term rates to support economy for a longer period of time. But 

it appears unlikely as a measure from FOMC. 

With US Fed reaffirming to keep rates zero bound for an extended period of time, appeal of US Dollar as a 

funding currency for carry trades will increase. Interestingly, the negative correlation between JPY and global 

equity markets have weakened, possibly due to Japanese investors investing in foreign assets even during 

times of panic. This means, that with more funds switching to USD for funding needs, I expect the negative 

correlation between the US Dollar and global equity and credit markets to strengthen as time progresses. This 

is something which we had seen quite extensively between 2009-2013, when Fed was still conducting QE and 

rates were zero bound.   

 

 

  



MAJOR ECONOMIC DATA TO WATCH: 

 

• US Philly Fed Manufacturing Index & Unemployment Claims @ 6:00 pm IST. Important for USD. 

 

 

PRICE ACTION ANALYTICS: 
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